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Abstract
In this paper  we develop optimum and suboptimum receivers for jointly detecting two cochannel continu
ous phase modulated CPM signals These receivers are based upon Laurents representation of binary CPM
as the sum of a nite number of pulse amplitude modulated signals We also provide a review of the Laurent
representation and its application to the design of optimum and suboptimum singlechannel receivers
  Introduction
Cochannel interference  which occurs when two or more signals share the same spectral and temporal chan
nels  is a major obstacle to high quality speech and data transmission in mobile radio systems    In a
recent paper   we investigated a singlesensor technique for jointly detecting two cochannel CPM signals
The result was the development of the joint maximum likelihood sequence estimation JMLSE	 receiver
based upon the conventional representation of CPM 
 It was shown that this receiver performed well
under certain conditions even when the power separation between the signals was negligible One of the
major drawbacks with this receiver  however  is its high degree of complexity
In an eort to simplify the receiver and provide new perspectives on the joint detector  we have investi
gated the use of the Laurent representation  for binary CPM in developing both optimumand suboptimum
cochannel receivers In   Laurent showed that a binary CPM signal can be exactly represented as the
sum of K pulse amplitude modulated PAM	 signals The Laurent representation is a generalization of
the interpretation of MSKtype signals ie  binary CPM with modulation index  	 as the sum of time
and phase shifted PAM signals    For example  it is well known that MSK can be represented as an
osetQPSK signal in which the pulse shape is a halfcycle sinusoid with period four times the bit duration
There are three main advantages of the Laurent representation First  it provides for easy calculation of the
autocorrelation and power spectrum of CPM signals Second  it provides for easy inclusion of channel eects
in the expression for an LTIltered CPM signal Third  and more important to the discussion in this paper 
it provides a straightforward method of accurately approximating CPM signals using only a subset of the
K PAM components in the exact representation
A number of researchers have found the Laurent representation useful             
     
   In   Kaleh employed the representation to develop the optimum maximum likelihood sequence
estimation MLSE	 receiver for a single CPM signal in additive white Gaussian noise It was pointed out that
this optimum receiver has the same complexity as the MLSE receiver developed based upon the conventional
representation of CPM 
 The author also developed suboptimum receivers by approximating the CPM
signals using a subset of the K PAM components in the Laurent representation In Section   we will rely
heavily on much of Kalehs work
Many researchers have used only the primary PAM component of the Laurent representation to develop
simplied receivers Baier  showed that when MSKtype signals are approximated using the primary
component  a derotation technique simplies the receiver design Luise and Mengali  illustrated that for
MSKtype signals  the average matched lter AMF	 
   used as the receive lter in a linear MSKtype
receiver  is simply the timereversed version of the primary pulse in the Laurent representation In   Kaleh
developed a di erential detector for MSKtype signals and showed that the structure of the receiver is similar
to a di erential detector for BPSK except that unlike a conventional di erential detector which multiplies
two signals one of which is delayed by the symbol period T  a longer delay MT provides a performance
improvement over a delay T  Del Re et al   developed a simpli	ed receiver for a 	ltered normal burst
in the GSM system In 
 the authors describe a simpli	ed Viterbi processor for the demodulation of the
GMSK bursts used in the GSM system The authors approximated the di erentially encoded GMSK signal
using the primary PAM component in the Laurent representation In  the authors develop a noncoherent
receiver for the GMSK signals used in the Digital European Cordless Telecommunications DECT system
Once again the receiver is based upon approximating the CPM signals using the primary pulse of the
Laurent representation
The approach taken in this paper to develop optimumand suboptimumML receivers for jointly detecting
two cochannel CPM signals is based upon the Laurent representation The paper is somewhat tutorial in
nature simply because the development of the joint detectors requires the necessary background material
provided in the early part of this paper Furthermore these early sections include examples of the material
applied to MSK signals and the GMSK signals used the European GSM  and DCS  systems
The structure of the paper is as follows In Section  we review the Laurent representation for binary
CPM signaling Following this Section  provides a discussion of optimum and suboptimum ML receivers
for CPM signals based upon the Laurent representation and its approximation This section although
primarily a review does include some new results on the performance of suboptimum receivers applied
to GMSK signaling In particular we show that for the GMSK signals used in the GSM and DCS
systems a reduction in complexity by a factor of four is attainable with only a slight degradation in receiver
performance relative to the optimum receiver Next Section  describes both optimum and suboptimum
receivers for jointly detecting cochannel CPM signals Once again we illustrate that use of the Laurent
approximation reduces the receiver complexity by a factor of four relative to the optimum joint detector
Finally the paper provides some concluding remarks in Section 
  Laurents Representation
A binary CPM signal can be expressed as 
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where f
c
is the carrier frequency  is the carrier phase which for the remainder of this section is assumed
to be zero E
b
is the energy per bit T is the bit period h is the modulation index which takes on rational
values ie h  kp k  p integers f
i
g are the transmitted bits taken from the set f  g with equal
probability gt is termed the frequency pulse and is nonzero in the interval   LT  has area equal to 
and is symmetric about LT and qt is the integral of the frequency pulse such that
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Example   The Laurent Representation for MSK
In this example we present the Laurent representation for MSK Recall for MSK L   h  
 and
gt 


T
  t      T 
  otherwise
Therefore we have K  

L 
  so that the Laurent representation of  includes only one function of
time c

t It can be shown that
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T 
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This provides the well known interpretation of MSK as osetQPSK in which the pulse shape is a halfcycle
sinusoid with period T  The complex baseband representation for MSK is given by
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Example    The Laurent Representation for GMSK
In this example we present the Laurent representation for the GMSK signals used in the European GSM
and DCS systems In particular the GMSK signal parameters are BT   L   and h  
 We
see that K  

L 
  so that we have four signals components c

t c

t c

t and c

t as shown in
Figure  The phase variables fa
k n
  k      g are given by
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Figure   Signal components of GMSK with L   BT    and h   
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The Laurent representation for this signal is given by
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We should highlight that the c
 
t signal component in general provides most of the signal energy for
all CPM signals For the GMSK signals described above computer simulations reveal that 	 of
the signal energy is contained in the c
 
t component c

t contains 	 of the signal energy and the
remaining signal energy is shared between the c

t and c

t components
  Singlechannel Receivers Based Upon Laurents Representation
In this section we develop coherent optimum and suboptimum demodulators for a single CPM signal based
upon the Laurent representation We should highlight that much of this section is a review of theory
developed by Kaleh 
 However the performance results presented in Examples  and 	 are new
Section  includes a description of the optimummaximum likelihood sequence estimation MLSE receiver
for CPM signals corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise AWGN Section 	 includes a description of
less complex suboptimum receivers for these same received signals based upon approximating the signals
using a subset of the K PAM components in the Laurent representation
  Optimum ML Receiver for CPM Signals in AWGN
The signal to be processed in the coherent receiver is
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where n t is a realization of a complex zero mean white Gaussian noise process The ML receiver maximizes
the log likelihood function 
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The samples fr
kn
g form a set of sucient statistics for the computation of    Furthermore   shows
that they can be acquired by sampling at times nT the output of K matched 
lters fc

k
 t k  K g
fed by the received signal r t From Section  we know that the pulses fc
k
 t k  K  g are real
valued and therefore the conjugation of c
k
 t in   is not necessary However we include the conjugation
operation because it provides for an easy extension of the algorithm to handle the eects of a possibly
complexvalued LTI channel impulse response The calculation of  n at time nT  requires knowledge of
all possible fa
kn
 k  K  g which in turn depend upon the phase state ha
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pg It is easily shown that at each time nT  the maximum likelihood receiver
computes  n for all possible 
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 and all p possible phase states ha
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Therefore there are p
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metrics calculated per symbol interval As one might expect this is the same
number calculated by the MSLE receiver based upon the conventional representation of CPM  The
computationally ecient Viterbi algorithm can be employed to choose the sequence   that maximizes   
Figure  shows the structure of the receiver The constant
p
E
b
T in   is not necessary and can be
omitted However we include it here because the joint detector of Section  requires it
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Figure   Optimum MLSE Receiver for binary CPM based upon Laurents Representation
Example   The MLSE Receiver for MSK Signaling
In this example  we briey describe the MLSE receiver for MSK Recall  that in Example   we developed
the Laurent representation for MSK and explained that for this signal  K   The ML receiver chooses the
sequence   that maximizes   where
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The samples fr
  n
g are obtained by sampling at times nT the output of the matched lter c
 
 
t fed by the
received signal rt The calculation of n at time nT requires knowledge of the phase state


a
  n
and
the symbol  
n
 It is easily shown that


a
  n
takes on  possible values f   g and  
n
takes on
 possible values Therefore  during each symbol interval      metrics are calculated
Example   The MLSE Receiver for GMSK Signaling
In this example  we develop the optimum receiver for the GMSK signals described in Example  The
Laurent representation for this signal consists of the four signal components c
 
t  c

t  c

t  and c

t
shown in Figure  The phase variables fa
k n
 k  
K  g are given by equations  It can be
shown that this receiver requires the calculation of   p
L
metrics per symbol interval The receiver
structure is shown in Figure  Figure  illustrates the performance of this receiver in terms of biterrorrate
BER relative to the more conventional MLSE receiver 
 The BER curves are calculated via computer
simulations We can see that the performance of the Laurentbased MLSE receiver developed in this section
is identical to the conventional MLSE receiver  which is no surprise since the Laurent representation is an
exact representation and since both receivers attempt to maximize the same likelihood function The plot
also includes the performance of the reduced complexity receiver described in Example 
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Figure   Optimum MLSE Receiver for GMSK Signals
  Suboptimum Receivers for CPM Signals in AWGN
Less complex  suboptimum receivers can be developed for CPM by approximating the signals using a subset
of the K PAM components in the Laurent representation see  Though suboptimum  these receivers
admit only a slight degradation in performance relative to the optimum receiver The suboptimum receiver
is developed by rst approximating the CPM signal using the rst
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K  K  the approximation in  is equal to
the exact representation of   and the suboptimum receiver becomes the optimumML receiver of Section
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Figure   BER for conventional Laurent and suboptimum MLSE receivers
Following a procedure similar to that of Section   let the approximate received signal be given by
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where nt is a realization of a complex zero mean white Gaussian noise process Once again the ML
receiver maximizes the log likelihood function
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Once again the samples fr
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g can be obtained by sampling at times nT the output of the

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g simultaneously fed by the received signal rt The calculation of
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g We should highlight that in this case the
phase state is given by h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metrics calculated per symbol interval Recall from Section   the optimum receiver requires
the calculation of p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metrics Therefore this receiver provides a reduction in complexity by a factor of 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Moreover  the receiver requires

K matched lters instead of the K matched lters required in the optimum
receiver
Example    Suboptimum Receiver for GMSK Signaling
In this example  we develop a suboptimum receiver for the GMSK signals in Examples  and  We
approximate the GMSK signals using only the primary component c
 
t and develop the ML receiver based
on this approximation As stated in Example   the portion of the GMSK signal due to the c
 
t component
contains over 	 of the signal energy  and is  therefore  a very good approximation The GMSK signal is
approximated as
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Using the results presented earlier in this section  the suboptimum ML receiver maximizes the metric
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where r
  n
is the output of the matched lter c
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 t sampled at times nT whose input is the received signal
rt Using the results from Example   we know
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The calculation of

n at time nT requires knowledge of the phase state


a
  n
and 
n
 It can be shown
that this suboptimum receiver computes

n for the  possible values of 
n
and all  possible values of the
phase state Therefore  there are  metrics calculated per symbol interval Recall  the optimumML receiver
for GMSK developed in Example   required the calculation of  metrics per symbol interval Therefore 
this simplied receiver reduces complexity by a factor of  Figure  illustrates the BER performance of
the simplied receiver The plot reveals that the suboptimum receiver admits only a slight degradation in
performance relative to the optimum receiver Furthermore  this example highlights that by approximating
a CPM signal with modulation index  using the primary PAM component of the Laurent representation 
the suboptimum receiver has the same complexity as the optimum MLSE receiver for MSK see Example
 That is  the receiver requires the calculation of only  metrics per symbol interval
  Cochannel Receivers Based Upon Laurents Representation
In this section  we develop novel optimum and suboptimum demodulators for jointly detecting two cochannel
CPM signals The receivers are based upon the Laurent representation described in Section  Section 
includes a description of the optimum joint maximum likelihood sequence estimation JMLSE receiver and
Section  includes a description of less complex  suboptimum receivers for these same signals
  Optimum ML Receiver for Cochannel CPM Signals in AWGN
The signal to be processed by the coherent receiver is the sum of two complex baseband CPM signals and
complex white Gaussian noise The received signal can be expressed as
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We should highlight that even though the two CPM signals are similar in structure  they may have dierent
modulation indices h

and h

  dierent energy levels E
b 
and E
b 
  dierent carrier phases 

and 

 
di erent frequency pulses g
 
t and g

t each with its own length of temporal support L
 
and L

 and of
course the transmitted bit sequences  
 
and  

are distinct However we do assume the signals share the
same bit period T and that both signals transmit an equal number of bits N  Finally L is chosen as the
maximum value of L
 
and L


The joint maximum likelihood receiver maximizes the log likelihood function
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Viewing  we see that the rst two terms are basically the classic correlation receivers for detecting  
 
 

when s
b 
t  

s
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 is not present The third term tries to ensure that the two signal estimates are
uncorrelated
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PAM components and can be determined in advance and
stored in the receiver
Finally  the optimum receiver chooses the  
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It can be shown that during each symbol interval the receiver requires knowledge of the phase states
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 Therefore  there are p
 
p

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
metrics calculated per symbol interval As
one migth expect  this is the same number of metrics required per symbol interval for the JMLSE receiver
developed based upon the conventional representation of CPM 	 Figure  illustrates the structure of the
optimum cochannel demodulator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Figure   Optimum Cochannel Receiver for binary CPM based upon Laurents Representation
  Suboptimum ML Receivers for Cochannel CPM Signals in AWGN
In this section  we develop a suboptimum coherent joint maximum likelihood sequence estimation JMLSE
receiver for jointly detecting two cochannel CPM signals received in additive white Gaussian noise The
approach is similar to that of Section   except we approximate the two cochannel CPM signals using only
the primary PAM component of each signal c
  
t and c
 
t refer to 
We let the approximate received be given by
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It can be shown using results from Section   that the suboptimum ML receiver chooses the  
 
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
that maximize the metric
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We can show that during each symbol interval this receiver requires knowledge of the phase states h
 
a
 
 n  
and h

a

 n L

 the state vector 
 
 n  
  
 n 
      
 n L

 
 and the symbols  
  n
and  
 n
 Therefore
during each symbol interval the receiver requires the calculation of p
 
p

	
L

 
metrics This is a reduction
in complexity by a factor of 	
L
 
  
relative to the optimum detectors of 
 and Section   Furthermore as
we saw in Section 	 this receiver requires only two matched lters c
 
  
 t and c
 
 
 t compared to the
K
 
K

required in the optimum receiver
At the moment no performance results for the suboptimum receiver are available However in the future
we plan to investigate its performance in detecting cochannel GMSK signals and compare it to the optimum
receiver of Section  
  Conclusion
In this paper we employed the Laurent representation to develop optimum and suboptimum joint maximum
likelihood sequence estimation JMLSE receivers for cochannel CPM signals In Section 	 we reviewed
the Laurent representation and showed that a binary CPM signal can be expressed as the sum of K PAM
signals We also provided examples of how the representation can be used to express MSK signals and
the GMSK signals used in the European GSM and DCS systems Following this Section  included a
review of optimum and suboptimum singlechannel maximum likelihood receivers for binary CPM signals
based upon the Laurent representation This section also included new performance results highlighting
that approximating the GMSK signals in the GSM and DCS systems using only the primary PAM
component of the Laurent representation provided a reduction in receiver complexity by a factor of four
while admitting only a slight degradation in performance In Section   we used the Laurent representation to
develop optimum and suboptimum joint maximum likelihood receivers for detecting cochannel CPM signals
We showed that the receiver complexity in the optimum case is equivalent to the complexity of the JMLSE
receiver based upon the more conventional representation of CPM Furthermore we highlighted that as
in Section  the suboptimum receiver provides a factor of four reduction in receiver complexity compared
to the optimum joint receiver In the future we plan to investigate the performance of the suboptimum
joint receiver applied to GMSK signaling We also plan to examine the use of the Laurent representation to
include the eects of channel distortion on singlechannel and cochannel CPM signals
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